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In this article, we report on our qualitative study involving eight individuals hired totranscribe research tapes in university contexts. We consider issues of data analysisand data trustworthiness and the implications for both when transcription is assigned tosomeone other than the researcher. We explore the challenges transcribers facedcompleting their work, transcription decisions they made in situ, and the effects of thetranscribers’ degree of investment in the research on the transcripts produced. Wehighlight the need for researchers to acknowledge transcription as an important aspectof the research process and take seriously the decision of who transcribes.
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Cet article offre un compte-rendu d’une étude qualitative concernant huit individusembauchés pour transcrire des cassettes de recherche dans un contexte universitaire.Nous étudions la problématique de l’analyse des données, de la fiabilité des données etdu rôle qu’elles jouent dans la transcription accomplie par quelqu’un d’autre que lechercheur. Nous explorons les défis auxquels les préposés à la machine à transcrirefont face dans la réalisation de leur travail, dans leurs décisions in situ et les effets surla transcription finale de leur niveau d’investissement dans la recherche. Noussoulignons le besoin que les chercheurs reconnaissent la transcription comme unaspect important du processus de recherche et de prendre au sérieux le choix de ceuxqui font la transcription.
Mots-clés: transcription, méthodologie qualitative, fiabilité des données, entrevues,assistants de recherche

––––––––––––––––
The use of qualitative methodology in educational contexts has growntremendously in the last few decades. In education faculties bothprofessors and students are turning to qualitative methodologies tointerrogate questions of practice, and other areas of educational import(Page, 2001). In particular, educational researchers use various forms
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of interviewing as a primary method of data collection, and transcriptsas a means of re/presenting that data in text. However, transcriptionissues are seldom addressed in reports of qualitative research or indiscussions of qualitative methodologies. Given that transcripts,although twice removed from the original conversations recorded, aretexts central to analysis, it is surprising that little attention has beenpaid to the transcription process (Lapadat, 2000). For the most part,transcription continues to be considered a mechanical chore (Agar, 1996;Lapadat & Lindsay, 1999). The lack of attention paid to the process isrelated, at least partially, to perceptions that transcription is merely amatter of transferring what was captured on tape to text, a perceptionentrenched in the field. Connected to this notion of transference is theassumption that a one-to-one correspondence occurs between the tapeand text, that transcribers have captured the reality of the recordedconversation in the transcript (Green, Franquiz, & Dixon, 1997; Mishler,1991). Such positivist assumptions support the acceptance of transcriptsas authoritative texts that hold certain truths, and maintain that theaccuracy of transcripts is dictated by the ability of the persontranscribing to sustain an objective stance.Methods of turning talk into text have been addressed in the literaturein multiple ways that cross disciplinary boundaries (Lapadat &Lindsay, 1999; Ochs, 1979; ten Have, 1997). In our research ontranscription, we critique the naïve realism that leaves unquestionedthe possibility of an objective transcriber, and ignores the complexitiesof transcription, which resemble more the work of translation thanthat of transference (Kvale, 1996; Lapadat & Lindsay, 1999; Poland, 1995;Tilley, 2003a). We argue with Lapadat and Lindsay and others thattranscription is an interpretive act from which arises “analytic andtheoretical issues that are inherent in any form of representation”(Mishler, 1991, p. 277).Although scholars have paid some attention to the complexities ofthis interpretive process, they have made scant mention of the fact thatresearchers and/or interviewers are frequently not the ones completingthe transcription task; therefore, other people, often hired for the task,influence what appears in text and what researchers use for analysis.In this article, we report on a study that examines the experiences ofindividuals hired to transcribe research tapes in university contexts.1
Participants recruited were graduate students hired as researchassistants (RAs) or individuals no longer students but hired to completetranscription work on an individual contract basis. Questions central
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to this study included: What is the relation between the transcriptionprocess and trustworthiness of data? What are the implications forresearcher’s analysis when the work of transcription involves anotherperson? And to what degree does the transcriber’s level of involvementin the research affect the transcripts produced?Throughout this article we include extensive quotes from ourparticipant-transcribers to provide more than our words as re/presentations of what was said. In addition to assigning pseudonymsto transcribers, we have changed identifying information to maintainanonymity and confidentiality. We edited transcript excerpts forpurposes of clarity, taking care, in as much as possible, not to affect ourparticipants’ intended meanings. For example, we chose to deleteextensive repetition of words such as “um” and “ah” and repetitivephrases, and to edit for tense agreement for ease of reading. Weacknowledge the limitations of clipping, snipping, and juxtaposingquotes to re/present our participants’ retelling of their experiences;however, we believe the picture constructed has much to tell.
THE RESEARCH PROJECT
Participants
All eight participant-transcribers in this study were hired fortranscription work completed at Canadian universities. Thetranscribers were involved in a range of research projects, from smallstudies with one principal researcher to large, externally fundedprojects conducted by a research team. The extent of their involvementin the research projects varied. Some transcribers transcribed researchtapes only; others were intricately tied to many aspects of the researchconducted and felt invested in the project. Variations existed on boththese situations.
Data
Interviews served as the primary data for our research. Eachparticipant-transcriber took part in two in-depth, open-endedinterviews that we audio taped (Fontana & Frey, 2000; Hollway &Jefferson, 1997; Merriam, 1998). Our interview questions, focused onthe transcribers’ experiences of transcription work, reflected ourinterests in uncovering the ways in which individuals transcribing
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tapes influenced the transcripts constructed. We also wrote fieldnotes(Sanjek, 1990) after each interview to contextualize the interviewexperience and to record information often not captured on the tape. Aswell, we kept methodology journals to document and critique ourprocess, note our frustrations, store analytic thoughts, and writerecommendations.
Our Transcription Practices
When designing our study, we were cognizant that our researchquestions addressed issues that we needed to consider in our ownresearch practice. We did not isolate the emphasis on transcription andits ties to trustworthiness of data as a topic of research for the project;instead, this emphasis was intricately woven into our research design.We were conducting educational research, using interviewing as theprimary source of data and constructing interview transcripts thatserved to re/present in-depth, open-ended conversations. We wereengaging in research practices that we were also researching with ourparticipant-transcribers. We applied the data we collected and analyzedin our project to our own research practice as a way to critique andincorporate change into the emergent design.At the design stage of this study we decided that we would transcribeall interview tapes ourselves. In our transcription work, we aimed forconsistency while acknowledging the interpretive, analytical processthat transcription involves and the challenges inherent in attemptingto produce accurate re/presentation of taped conversation (Lapadat,2000; Lapadat & Lindsay, 1999; Tilley, 2003a, 2003b). First, weconstructed a set of transcription conventions that we both agreed tofollow (Appendix A). We both transcribed the same two interview tapesto test the appropriateness of our conventions, and made slightalterations. We decided overall the conventions worked well as a resultof the lengthy discussions we had, about the detail and structurenecessary for our transcripts, prior to transcribing.Because researchers need to construct transcription systems to servethe needs of specific research projects, we connected our transcriptiondecisions to the purpose of our research and our plans for analysis. Forexample, our conventions produced transcripts appropriate for researchfocused on understanding participants’ experiences of transcriptionwork through the re-telling of their involvement in the process. Ouraim was to re/present these experiences so the conventions we usedwere general in nature, not calling for minute details such as exact
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counts of all pauses and hesitations in the recorded conversations. Thetranscripts constructed were suited to analysis procedures establishedto uncover codes, categories, and themes connected to understandingparticipant experience. These same conventions would be inadequatein research projects emphasizing language structures embedded ininterview conversations (conversational analysis or discourseanalysis), which call for a depth of precision not necessary for ourpurpose (Kvale, 1996; O’Connell & Kowle, 1999; Silverman, 1994).As a means of reducing errors and maximizing transcription qualityin our study, we reviewed each transcript produced. With completedtranscript in hand, we returned to the audiotape, listening andcomparing tape and text to ensure, in as much as possible, a measure ofagreement between what was said and the way it was re/presented intext. The size of our study made such an assessment process possible.
Member Checking
Systematic member checking is one method qualitative researchers useto ascertain whether or not data are trustworthy (Lincoln & Guba,1985). Often participants receive transcripts but without any indicationof how researchers have interpreted their words. After transcribingand coding our interview tapes (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996; Miles &Huberman, 1994), we sent transcripts plus statements of ourpreliminary interpretations to participant-transcribers for member-checks (Creswell, 2002; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). We constructed thesesynopses by working through transcripts page-by-page, noting keythemes, and drawing evidence to support our analysis. Our participant-transcribers took the opportunity to clarify and/or elaborate on therecorded conversation, as well as critique the ways in which we wereinterpreting their words by making comments on the documents beforereturning them.
FINDINGS: “TRANSCRIPTION, HOW HARD COULD IT BE?”
Transcription Work
Although our transcriber-participants come from a variety ofdisciplinary backgrounds and had varying degrees of researchexperience, all of them told of having little or no knowledge oftranscription before starting to transcribe research tapes. In discussingtheir backgrounds, half of them talked about the limitations of course
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work in learning about qualitative research. Asked if his professorsever discussed transcription in the classroom, Nelson explained:
Even in the research course I took transcription was hardly ever discussed. You knowwe did all the sort of work, the over arching patterns, comparing paradigms of researchbut transcription was probably never to be found anywhere or might have beenmentioned once, for a moment and that was it. (Nelson, transcript 1, p. 6 of 29)
The transcribers’ stories of the little status afforded transcription workreflect research literature in which transcription is often viewed as amundane task (Agar, 1996; Lapadat & Lindsay, 1999), usually completedby someone other than the researcher, or if discussed at all, is givenminimal attention (Silverman, 1994).
Transcription, how hard could it be? I’m just typing up what I’m hearing. (Edmond,transcript 1, p. 7 of 44)
She [The principal researcher] just handed me a bunch [of tapes], “Here transcribethem.” (Allison, transcript 1, p. 6 of 26)
Allison’s description echoes that of all but one of the transcribers’experiences of taking up transcription work without any cleardirections. The principal researchers did not involve them in discussionsof transcription work nor were they provided instructions on how tocomplete the task. Allison describes going “blindly through” her work.
I’ve learned these [transcription] skills by doing it wrong, right? Or by process ofelimination, or whatever, just from my own going blindly through it. . . . Someresearchers think that it doesn’t matter or that’s the impression anyway, that however itis, it’s fine. . . . JUST DO IT. (Allison, transcript 1, p. 11 of 26)

Several participant-transcribers also complained about the resourcesavailable and the questionable quality of the equipment they used.Nelson, for example, described his initial experiences transcribing byplaying the research tapes on a traditional stereo, unaware that specificequipment existed to aid in transcription work. Nora told of searchingfor a transcription machine in her faculty resource centre and findingone that had been relegated to the trash because of its poor condition.The lack of equipment either available or made available fortranscription work indicates the degree of seriousness with whichprincipal researchers view the process.Participant-transcribers discussed a further challenge of “just typing
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up what one’s hearing” in relation to the quality of tape recordings.Most of the transcribers complained of “muffled” tapes, “backgroundnoise,” and interviewers who placed the tape recorder closer tothemselves and further away from the person being interviewed.Sharon, an experienced transcriber involved in several projects withmany different researchers, explains that
The worst kind of stuff is noise . . . noise, a number of people who do this is justamazing but they’ll do an interview in a noisy cafeteria, they’ll do it on a train, on asubway [laughter]. . . . Sometimes you just have [a] bad tape where the motor of themachine is somehow really noisy. (Sharon, transcript 1, p. 25 of 51)

With limited transcription knowledge and few if any directionsprovided by principal researchers, the transcribers in our studydeveloped strategies to overcome challenges and make transcriptiondecisions about representing in text the interactions heard on tape.They made decisions about formatting, indicating emotional responsessuch as laughter or shouting, and punctuating the text. Although mostof the transcribers talked of trial by error experiences, two of them didcreate more detailed notation systems. “I did take notes of that, though. . . I wrote notes down about why I decided to remove it [a word] ornot” (Yvonne, transcript 1, p. 7 of 25). Only Yvonne shared those noteson her decisions with her principal researcher. Principal researchersseemed to assume that either transcribers already had the knowledgeand/or the experience needed to complete the task, or that they did notneed help because the degree of complication did not warrantcomprehensive discussion and direction. Such assumptions areparticularly problematic considering that the participant-transcriberswere making decisions about transcription in isolation from the researchproject.In all cases transcribers made decisions while transcribing thatinfluenced what ultimately appeared in text and that principalresearchers accepted as re/presenting the data. Nelson admited to“guessing” when the tape was difficult to hear and as a result omittinglarge sections of unclear tape.
It’s a lot of rewinding, trying to listen to it again and again. . . . There are moments ofguessing and then there is a lot of “unclear,” you know you’re just skipping largesections that are unclear. (Nelson, transcript, p. 8 of 29)
In this instance, Nelson was external to the research project and had no
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other information to help him makes sense of the recorded conversation.All transcribers indicated that a common decision they made in theirtranscription work was to omit or to write in brackets“indistinguishable” or something similar when they couldn’tunderstand the tape, perhaps assuming that principal researchers couldrecall the original interaction and fill in the missed information.However, principal researchers do not always conduct the interview;in such cases they could not recall missing pieces, making the problemof transcriber omissions more complex.Edmond described making purposeful, executive decisions on whatto include in his transcripts.
I’ve seen absolutely verbatim transcriptions before and mine was not actually verbatim.I still omitted things at my own discretion. I would just leave out like major, lots of bigchunks where people are just chattering about stuff that I thought was insignificant, notinsignificant but insignificant to the project. [Individuals on tape] really going off on atangent. Where there were just too many people talking at the same time, I just was like“You know what, we’re not going to deal with that, it’s not important [laughing].”(Edmond, transcript 1, pp. 8–9 of 44)
Edmond is positioned more as an invested transcriber than as someoneexternal to the project. He was involved in the research in multipleways, including conducting the interviews he describes transcribing.He did more than lift words from tape to text; he interpreted andanalyzed as he made his decisions, perhaps feeling free to make executivedecisions on what to include or not because of his level of involvementin the research. Edmond’s description illustrates the possibilities thatexist for significant data to not find its way into a researcher’s handsand therefore be excluded from the analysis. If researcherssystematically compared transcripts against tapes, decisions byindividual transcribers would be made visible and the researcherscould assess whether the decisions were appropriate. Edmond explainedto us that the principal researcher accepted the transcripts heconstructed without any mechanism in place to check tape against text.In our discussions with transcribers, we made several observations:they had little knowledge of transcription when they started their work,the principal researchers did not often communicate with them, theyfaced many challenges in completing the work, and they made “on-the-spot” decisions about transcribing. As a result, we conclude that thereare often reasonable grounds to question the trustworthiness oftranscripts, and ultimately the research findings based on their analysis.
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Verbatim Transcripts
[T]he very notion of accuracy of transcription is problematic given the intersubjectivenature of human communication, and transcription as an interpretive activity. (Poland,1995, p. 297)
Although little evidence existed that transcribers received much directionabout the transcription process, all commented in re-telling theirexperiences on the importance of transcribing research tapes verbatimto produce accurate texts, their decisions clearly grounded in realistassumptions. They understood accuracy as an exact match between whatwas recorded on tape and what was transcribed in text. During theirinterviews, none of the transcribers questioned the possibilities ofproducing such a match.
I always had in my mind that it has to be accurate. Just get it word-for-word. That’s whatthey [researchers] are asking and that’s what they are paying me to do. (Andrea, transcript1, p. 17 of 30)
Participant-transcribers understood the possibility of capturing whatwas said on tape word-for-word as an ability connected to the degree towhich the transcriber maintained objectivity. Grace spoke of her concernof passing on “biased data” to her researcher. Below she acknowledgedthat data are “screened” through her, while in the same breath suggestedthat the best way to produce unbiased data was to remain neutral herself,an achievement accomplished through individual effort.
[T]he data the researcher got was the data screened through me. Somehow I feel theneed to be unbiased. Very important, I need to be very neutral. Otherwise the researchermight get some biased data, and that’s really unfair for her. (Grace, transcript 1, p. 14 or37)
Ironically, the transcribers, while pursuing the quest for objectivity andplaying down the role of interpretation in their work, also spoke of theways in which they became involved with the tapes they transcribed.Nelson’s comment provides an example of this thinking.
[I]f somebody is describing something so harrowing, you know you are making allkinds of judgments of that subject, of even the interviewer, of the whole process. Iremember distinctly being troubled by transcribing this one tape because, you know Icouldn’t help but have this feeling that how could she [the participant on tape] have beenso passive, you know to have taken such a, to have been subject to so much
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discrimination without fighting back and doing something. So the process of transcribingit’s, it’s really messy with all these kind of histories, anxieties that I feel when I’m listeningto the stories. (Nelson, transcript 1, pp. 19–20 of 29)
Transcribers were pulled in by the stories they transcribed, forgetting tokeep the distance necessary to support their claims of objectivity. Otherresearch in this area (Tilley, 2003a) has illustrated instances where thetranscriber’s involvement with voices captured on tape influenced thefinal transcripts. They made more prominent, either by accident orintentionally, the voices they favoured.Along with their concerns for constructing verbatim texts, an elusivegoal considering the enormous loss experienced when live conversationis produced as skeletal text, participants also alluded to the importanceof producing “good” transcripts that took the form of polished texts.
I spell check things so they are getting good [transcripts]. My command of grammar andspelling is pretty good so they [researchers] get well-punctuated stuff. I think what I’mgetting complimented for is that they get good transcripts back. (Sharon, transcript 1, p.17 of 51)
In Sharon’s view, a “good” transcript is a grammatically correct text thatis properly punctuated. Without considering the differences inherent inconversation and written text, she produced what she considers a goodtranscript, but in the process did not question the degree to which thetranscript actually represented the interviewees’ intended meanings.People’s talk reflects a thinking-as-speaking process that is often difficultto re/present as text. Punctuation decisions are complex and importantto the construction of the transcript. The transcriber’s decisions on howto represent the flow of conversation influence the meanings thatindividuals reading the transcripts assign to what was said. Transcribersoften feel pressure to tidy up “the messiness” of conversation and toproduce a polished text that, although nice to look at, may not reflect theoriginal conversation or intended meanings. Producing a transcript asclose an approximation as possible to the conversation taped is aworthwhile goal that may not be achieved as a result of such a polishingprocess.A critique of the assumptions informing concepts such as verbatimtexts, accurate transcripts, and objective transcribers is particularlyimportant, considering the ways in which transcripts once producedoften take the place of the tapes and are treated as raw data. In our study,participant-transcribers, distanced from the research, produced
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transcripts that researchers used as if raw data, often not returning tothe tapes or accounting for the differences among the originalconversations, tapes, and transcripts. We suggest that it is important todispel the embedded assumptions that tape is equivalent to data, thatthe transcript is equivalent to the tape, and therefore that transcriptsequal data. Or as Poland (1995) warns, “concern with ensuring transcriptsare accurate may unreflexively conflate lived experience of the one-to-one conversation with recorded speech (tapes) and this speech with thewritten word (transcript)” (p. 291).
Distancing Dynamic and Trustworthy Data
Conversations with transcribers pointed to ways in which their distancefrom the research influenced decisions that shaped their transcripts.Transcribers spoke about their lack of familiarity with the language andculture connected to the research emphasis and context. They weredistanced from the content captured on tape and this presented its owncomplications. Sharon, a transcriber external to the research, describesone such experience.
I listened to the tape and I could not understand. Initially, I couldn’t understand 90% ofwhat the guy was saying and I thought, “Wait a second. What’s going on here?” I mean,some of it was, he was mumbling but normally I can rely on — you know we’re speakingthe [same] language and I can figure it out, but because it was an alien world that theywere discussing I was really unfamiliar. (Sharon, transcript 1, p. 33 of 51)
Although Sharon spoke the same language as the people on the tape, shewas not familiar with the discourse and could not easily decipher theconversation. The content of research tapes is often tied to the culture ofa discipline or discourse that has it own language and set of culturalnorms. Evidence of her difficulties took shape on the transcript.
There was so often vocabulary that was particular to their context and to the work thatthey were doing. It was totally foreign to me and so I knew I was getting it wrong and insome cases it would have been helpful [for the researcher] to just sit down and talk to mea little bit about what this [the research] is about and what kind of vocabulary I am goingto encounter. I probably made lots of mistakes writing down the words as I heard them,which wasn’t at all what was said and she [the researcher] would know the difference.(Sharon, transcript 1, p. 37 of 51)
The problem with relying on researchers to know the difference is thatoften they are not the interviewers. Sharon’s suggestion for researchers
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to provide information about the research focus and specializedvocabulary to the person transcribing before the work begins, whileuseful, is only one of many strategies necessary to ensure that thetranscript produced is as representative as possible of the recordedconversation.When cultural differences exist between participants and those whointeract to collect/construct data, including the transcriber, issues oftrustworthiness require further consideration. Edmond describedcircumstances when tapes resulting from interviews he conducted withparticipants of a similar cultural background (speaking English as asecond language) were given to another research assistant to transcribe.
I’m [Edmond] of South African heritage and there were expressions that were being usedthat [the person transcribing the interview I conducted] could tell listening to the tape Iunderstood because I was engaging in the conversation with the participants in theinterview. I knew what was going on but I didn’t think as the interviewer, to clarify on thetape at the time it was said. I just assumed that it made sense, realized later that it didn’t.(Edmond, transcript 1, p. 16 of 44)
In this case, the transcriber’s inability to work with sections of the tapeswas not related to the proficiency of the interviewee’s English, but to theculturally grounded, implicit knowledge he lacked. As he conducted theinterview, Edmond was not cognizant of these seemingly normal culturalconnections that would later play havoc for the person hired to transcribethe tape.Cultural complications often multiply when research stretches acrosscountries and continents. One transcriber described a project where theparticipants were situated in India, a place foreign to the principalresearcher. The researcher had very limited knowledge of the languagespoken by participants. A speaker of the local language who knewminimal English, with the researcher present in the room, conducted theinterviews. The interviews were audiotaped and later, upon return toCanada, the principal researcher asked a participant-transcriber in ourstudy, who had a similar language background as the participants in theIndia study, to translate the audiotapes from the local language to English.The last step in producing a transcript was the original researcher takingthe English tapes and transcribing them. Even the most liberal-mindedwould have to ask what kind of re/presentation this researcher achievedwith such a process to turn tape into text. What distance is an acceptabledistance between researcher/interviewer/transcriber and data beforequestions of trustworthiness are raised? We suggest that degrees of
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distance have not often been addressed in research contexts, or after thefact, because, for the most part, researchers are not required to providetransparency of method with respect to transcription or methodologyin general when they report on their research. Although researchershave recommended the use of audit trails to address questions ofcredibility (Lincoln & Guba, 1985), the call for transparency of method(Constas, 1992) continues to be taken lightly.Many of the eight participant-transcribers indicated that thetranscriber’s degree of investment in the work was tied to the distancebetween the transcriber and data collected. As distance decreased,feelings of investment often grew stronger. Transcribers claiminginvestment appeared to think deeply about the practice of research, oftenbeyond a focus on transcription. Both Nora and Nelson spoke explicitlyabout their investment in the research. Nora explained:
I care about the data that we are collecting. I’ve actually gone out and collected the data.I’m responsible for doing some of the interviews. . . . It’s meaningful work. I’m interested.I’m invested. I really feel that. (Nora, transcript 1, pp. 12–14 of 58)
Nelson had a variety of transcription experiences. He transcribed hisown research tapes, was hired for isolated “hallway tapes,” and wasinvolved in interviewing and transcribing tapes in long-term, externallyfunded projects. He made connections between his level of involvementin the research project and the transcripts ultimately produced.
There are absolutely those situations where as a grad student, you know you need somemoney and you start canvassing professors in the hallways or wherever you can like,“Do you have any tapes available?” I’ve [even] e-mailed them. So definitely I’ve donea lot of external transcription. The internal ones definitely make a world of difference, tobe what I term “invested and committed” to the project. I think I take the transcriptionmuch more seriously. I’m more meticulous. . . . I’m less perfunctory about it andlackadaisical about the whole project. (Nelson, transcript 1, p. 6 of 29)

Ethical Considerations
Through close scrutiny of our research process, and in particular ourtranscription practices, we expanded our understandings of ethicalconduct in conducting respectful research (Tilley, 1998). During the project,challenges extended beyond questions of how to display talk as writtentext to include ethical considerations of respectful re/presentation. Forexample, our transcription decisions influenced the look of the transcripts
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produced. The participant-transcribers in our study often took this lookseriously, seeing the transcript as a reflection of themselves. In ourpreliminary synopses, we included a statement reminding ourparticipants of the differences inherent between polished, written textand talk that has been written down. Despite this, many of ourparticipant-transcribers expressed disappointment when they saw theresults of their talk being turned into text. Seeming to judge by standardsof formal writing, they felt they appeared incoherent or illiterate. Andreareacted asking “WOW, is this what I sound like talking? . . . my gosh, Idon’t even make sense” (Andrea, transcript 2, p. 1 of 15). Edmond shareda similar feeling responding, “First of all, I was blown away by howincoherent I sound” (Edmond, transcript 2, p. 1 of 16). For many of theparticipants the paper re/presentation was not what they expected andtheir first viewing oftentimes resulted in feelings of inadequacy. For someparticipants, those feelings were alleviated quickly when we discussedthis issue with them, but for others this was not the case. As researchers,we were reminded of the need to prepare participants for the look oftranscripts prior to sending them copies, a process especially importantwhen participants have previously experienced having their wordsturned against them or being marginalized through media and otherdiscourses.A second reaction to the returned transcripts was concern on the partof transcribers about the type and amount of information disclosed.Sharon described feelings of “uneasiness” with the content of her firstinterview.
I had moments of uneasiness as I read the transcript. That has to do with the fact that I’mdiscussing work, other people’s work and I’m not sure whether . . . you know, justmoments of uneasiness. That’s why I’m going to be really careful that we make sure thatpeople’s work isn’t identifiable and even that I’m not identifiable. (Sharon, transcript 2, pp.4–5 of 20)
To help alleviate the transcribers’ uneasiness about how they would bere/presented in print, we provided them with copies of manuscripts thatwe submitted for publication and welcomed their comments andfeedback.It was clear from our conversations that most of the participant-transcribers had not signed or thought about the necessity of transcriberssigning confidentiality agreements. In most research studies, individualsagree to participate with a guarantee of a certain degree of anonymityand confidentiality. A risk, to which participants have not agreed, is
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created when tapes are given to transcribers without confidentialityagreements being signed.
DISCUSSION
Throughout this research project, we were constantly turning a criticallens on our own research practices. We took great care to examine ourtranscription process and to put in place strategies to lend credibility toour research. We were the researchers, interviewers, and transcribers,and were invested in the research. This is often not the case, particularlyat this time in Canada when educational researchers are encouraged tocollaborate within and across universities, countries, and continents todesign megaprojects to compete for funding. The distance dynamic thatis created, that separates researcher from raw data, especially in largeprojects, also needs to be considered in relation to methodologicaldecisions and the practice of research. Other research credibility issuesconnected to this distance dynamic are important to address, but withlimited space this article focuses specifically on the work of transcription.
Implications of the Research
We offer the following points for researchers to consider when hiringothers to turn their research tapes into texts, while acknowledging thateven when researchers choose to complete the work themselves, similarcare must be applied to the process.We conclude from the data collected that the decision related to who isto complete the work of transcription is an important issue that needs tobe considered at the research design stage. We recommend that, whenpossible, individuals hired to transcribe have connections to the researchto encourage their investment. Comprehensive discussions betweenresearchers and transcribers about the complexity of the process andthe ways in which talk will be re/presented in text are necessary. Whetherthe research involves one or multiple individuals transcribing tapes,researchers need to establish a set of conventions appropriate to thepurpose of the research as well as plans for analysis. Creating a systemwhereby individuals transcribing feel free to ask questions and are ableto receive feedback will also be helpful in the production of qualitytranscripts. Although a system to check transcription quality will needto be context-specific, influenced by the size and character of the research,such a system will lend credibility to research outcomes. One step in theprocess might be to listen to tapes with completed transcript in hand, a
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practice helpful in discerning certain types of mistakes that influencetranscript quality. When the number of research tapes prevents thisdegree of checking, researchers could check a selection of transcripts,especially those that transcribers self-report as having been difficult totranscribe (Poland, 1995).
CONCLUSION
An enormous amount of qualitative data is, and will continue to be,collected through the use of audio (or video) tapes, and the quality of thetranscription process will dictate, to a large degree, the quality oftranscripts produced. We agree with Silverman (1994) who, whiledescribing “group data-analysis sessions” as a means of assuring thereliability of transcripts, commented that the perfect transcript was notachievable.
It is important here that we do not delude ourselves into seeking a “perfect” transcript.Transcripts can always be improved and the search for perfection is illusory and time-consuming. Rather the aim is to arrive at an agreed transcript, adequate for the task athand. (p. 149)
No generalized method is available to produce the perfect transcript;however, informed ways exist to go about the work of transcription thatcontribute to the credibility of research outcomes. The practice ofassigning transcription to someone other than the researcher is likely tocontinue in light of time and other constraints most researchers facewhen conducting qualitative research. Although perfect transcripts donot exist, the degree of match between tape and text will vary with theamount of care taken in the transcription process.Stories of limited directions, minimal support, and lack of appropriateequipment confirm our position that transcription continues to be pushedto the margins of the research process. When researchers treattranscription as a chore, ignoring the complexities of the process,individuals hired to transcribe are encouraged to hold similar views,placing little value on the process and as a result endangering thecredibility of researchers’ findings.Transcribers’ stories of their experiences, including the strategies theydeveloped and the decisions made in situ, bring into view the interpretive,analytical, and theoretical aspects of turning tape into text. Theydescribed situations that illustrate the misrepresentation of dataresulting from their transcription decisions. In all cases, researchers were
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on the receiving end of transcripts constructed by transcribers who weredistanced, by various degrees, from the data collected and thesetranscripts played a prominent role in researchers’ analyses. The storiestold highlight the ways in which transcription is tied to issues of datatrustworthiness and the risks researchers take by not considering theprocess seriously.The experiences explored in this article are specific to particulartranscribers, contexts, and research projects; however, the storiespresented hold promise for others as a backdrop to critique their ownresearch practices. When qualitative data are collected through audio/video taping, transcription work is an integral part of the researchprocess, deserving serious attention.
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APPENDIX A: TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS
Sounds:Thinking before someone speaks um , ahI’ve never thought of that before hmph (=huhm, ha, huh)Affirmative sounds yup (=yep), yeah (=yah, yea, ya)Listening + encouragment uhum (=aha, uha, mmm)Environmental sounds (tapping), (knock at door), (shuffling papers)
Tone of speakerLouder CAPITAL LETTERS
Demonstrative expressionsWords spoken while laughing (laughing)Laughter when both parties arelaughing at something (laughter)Other (coughing), (sighing), etc.
Pauses +5 seconds (pause)
Interruptions use (inter.) where the break happens
Self-talk or repeating whatsomeone else said Use “quotes”
Repetition Type out the repeated words, words,words
Punctuationend of thought a period (.) at the end of the completeideaend of phrase / clause use a comma (,)thought not completed use an ellipse . . . as the thought trails off
Cross-talk: two or more speakersspeaking at the same time / overeach other (CT)
Tape is unclear/ muffledand can’t make out word orphrase of one speaker (indistinguishable word / phrase)


